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Introduction
Our business plan for 2019-21 covers the first two years of our new corporate strategy, Sport
for Life. It describes our programmes and our investment. Appendix one shows how we will
manage and report on this plan. Appendix two shows our projected income and expenditure
for 2019-20.

Overview
Vision
An active Scotland where everyone benefits from sport

Outcomes
We improve opportunities to participate, progress and achieve in sport
We support wellbeing and resilience in communities through physical activity and sport
We encourage and enable the active to stay active throughout life
We improve our active infrastructure – people and places
We encourage and enable the inactive to be more active
We develop physical confidence and competence from the earliest age

Mission
Helping the people of Scotland get the most from the sporting system

Approach
Inclusive – We understand the barriers people face and proactively address them so everyone
has the opportunity to get involved in sport and physical activity.
Accountable – We plan well, we measure our performance and we are accountable for delivering
outcomes.
Responsive – We adapt what we do based on how we’re doing and what’s happening around us.
Person centred – We listen to people and put their voices at the heart of our thinking.
Collaborative – We develop and strengthen partnerships and collaborations across the public,
voluntary and private sectors.
World class – We do everything to the highest possible standard, while seeking to continuously
improve.
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Strategic context
Our vision is of an active Scotland where everyone benefits from sport.
We are committed to the Scottish Government’s vision of a more active Scotland and the
Active Scotland Outcomes Framework, which contributes to the National Performance
Framework1.
The Active Scotland Outcomes Framework2 describes Scotland’s ambitions for sport and
physical activity. By adding value through investment, partnership working, influence and
direct delivery, sportscotland leads the sporting system to contribute to all six Active
Scotland outcomes:







We improve opportunities to participate, progress and achieve in sport
We support wellbeing and resilience in communities through physical activity and
sport
We encourage and enable the active to stay active throughout life
We improve our active infrastructure – people and places
We encourage and enable the inactive to be more active
We develop physical confidence and competence from the earliest age

In addition, the Minister for Public Health and Sport issues sportscotland with a strategic
guidance letter, which includes a set of Ministerial priorities.
Our 2019 corporate strategy and this strategic guidance are the key strategic drivers for our
business plan.
To deliver on our strategic guidance letter, we will:




support disadvantaged groups
expand our reach to the inactive and underrepresented in sport
empower communities to address inequality.

We will also support the delivery of specific commitments:







1

2

increasing the number of community sport hubs to 200 by 2020
increasing the participation, engagement, and promotion of women in sport
supporting the delivery of two hours of quality PE for children at school
supporting the Daily Mile beyond the school setting
promoting the benefits of sport and physical activity on mental health
helping to make sure major sporting events are successful.

http://nationalperformance.gov.scot/
https://www2.gov.scot/About/Performance/scotPerforms/partnerstories/Outcomes-Framework
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A sporting system for everyone
Our mission is to help the people of Scotland get the most from the sporting system.
The sporting system is made up of different components that interact with each other as
illustrated in the diagram below. It is not a structure, an organisation or a process. The
system adapts to its environment. So as the world around sport changes, the system
components and the way they interact evolves.
The sporting system shows how resources are invested by various organisations (partners)
to promote sport and develop the people and places that create sporting opportunities which
are delivered in the schools and education, clubs and communities and performance sport
environments.
It helps everyone see where they fit in and how they contribute. As a result, people in
Scotland take part in sport at the level they choose which has an impact on activity levels,
health and other aspects of society and the economy
Figure 1: Scotland’s world class sporting system
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Making sport more accessible
Our commitment to inclusion underpins everything we do, and it is one of our six principles.
We know that sport has a major role to play in tackling inequality and contributing to a more
inclusive Scotland. To work towards inclusion, we need to imagine a better world and
understand that everyone has something to contribute.
We will use our leadership to drive the changes needed to address inequalities. We want
everyone to have the opportunity to get involved in sport and physical activity.

Drivers for inclusion
There are several drivers for our approach to inclusion.
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Equality outcomes: Our equality outcomes action plan 2017-21 sets out the key
actions we are taking to tackle inequality. The actions are mainly targeted at young
people, women and girls, disabled people and people who live in Scotland’s most
deprived communities3.



Corporate parenting: As a Corporate Parent, we have a responsibility to understand
and respond to the needs of care experienced young people as any parent should.
Our corporate parenting plan contains more information.



Mental Health Charter for Physical Activity and Sport: We have committed to this
charter, which aims to improve equality and reduce discrimination for anyone with a
mental health problem. Our published Mental Health Charter action plan contains
more information.



Rural disadvantage: This is another important issue for us to consider. People in
rural areas can find it difficult to access sport because of limited public transport, or
fewer opportunities than urban areas.

according to the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD)
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Making an impact together
We understand the importance of partnerships and partnership working, and how dependent
a world class sporting system is on this approach. We recognise and value the strong
relationships we currently have with a wide range of partners who invest a significant amount
of their time, expertise and investment into sport and physical activity.
We know that the sporting system makes a significant contribution to the delivery of the
Active Scotland Outcomes Framework. However there needs to be a broader set of partners,
such as those responsible for education, health, environment, transport, and local
government, contributing individually and through effective partnership to achieving the
Active Scotland outcomes. We will take a confident leadership and enabling role, driving
existing and new partners in the sporting system to work together to make a greater
contribution to these outcomes.
We have strong and embedded relationships with all 32 local authorities and other local
partners, including leisure trusts, and 52 Scottish governing bodies of sport. We want to
develop stronger partnerships and connections between these local and national partners,
asking more of ourselves and our partners. To do this we are committed to improving the
way we work and being flexible over how we allocate our resources. This should ensure we
better meet the needs and aspirations of local communities, and work collectively to achieve
a greater impact on local and national outcomes.
We will continue to identify, grow and develop new partnerships with other organisations
from within and out with the sport sector. This will help develop stronger connections across
the environments and achieve greater impact.
We have a key role to play in driving the sporting system to engage those who are not yet
involved. While universal approaches have delivered great success, it is clear that not
everyone has benefitted. We will therefore work with existing and new partners to explore,
develop and adopt targeted approaches with each partner to better address inclusion.
We will continue to identify and support improvements to planning for sport, with a focus on
further developing how we and our partners gather, share and use data to plan and deliver
more effectively. We will also maintain a focus on supporting partners to take a more
integrated and strategic approach to planning for sport, that takes into consideration the
contribution of people and places.
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Organising our work
The environments
Figure 2 shows our approach to operational planning. We use the environments in the
sporting system to structure the key changes, programmes and objectives in our business
plan. We have embedded our people, places and profile objectives within each environment.
Where possible we have also integrated our business management activities within the
environments.
Strengthening the connections across the environments is a major priority for us during this
business plan. This will help us achieve a greater impact on outcomes. We will ensure our
investment in key partners focuses on collaboration and connections across the
environments.

Operating plans
Each programme in our plan is underpinned by an operating plan. These outline the key
activities and actions we will deliver to achieve the programme objectives. They also include
the people responsible and the budget we have allocated.

Our people
Our people are a major asset. They have significant talent and energy and are committed to
improving sport and physical activity in Scotland. Our ambition is to add more value through
our people. We will challenge the way we spend our time, making sure we focus more on
strengthening partnerships across the system than on managing transactions, to ensure we
achieve a greater impact on our shared outcomes.
Figure 2: Our approach to operational planning
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Schools and education
The schools and education environment helps build competence and confidence in sport by
providing positive sporting experiences at schools, colleges and universities.
This plan aims to build on the progress we have achieved with local and national partners in
schools and education. We will collaborate closely to make changes to improve sport and
physical activity for children, young people and young adults.
Key changes
We will:


work with our local partners to align ourselves closer to their local priorities.



increase our focus on inclusion.



explore a more targeted approach to Active Schools, with a view to providing greater
support in disadvantaged and deprived communities.



support the Active Schools workforce to focus on disadvantaged and deprived
communities through education and development.



ensure the voice of children and young people genuinely informs our decisionmaking.



proactively identify opportunities to support and invest in schools, colleges and
universities for community use in disadvantaged and deprived communities.

Programme

Key objectives

Local authorities
and local
partners

We will:

School sport



strengthen and develop our partnerships with local authorities
and key local partners to ensure sport and physical activity
better meets local needs and contributes to wider outcomes.



support and invest strategically in local authorities and key local
partners to deliver against shared outcomes and priorities, in
areas of greatest need.



work with partners to support a strategic approach to people
development and support delivery.



work with local authorities to encourage and support them to
take a more planned and strategic approach to their school and
sports facilities estate.



celebrate the work of our local partners and the impact it has
on people and communities.

We will:
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Programme

Key objectives


provide greater leadership to the Active Schools network to
encourage and support them to be more inclusive in their
approach.



improve the quality of Active Schools.



help the Active Schools network better understand its
contribution to wider outcomes for children and young people.



support an increase in the quantity and improve the quality and
diversity of the school sport workforce, including the young
people delivering in school sport.



take a targeted and strategic approach to the support we offer
and the investment we make in the school, college and
university estate.



raise the profile of our work in school sport and celebrate its
impact.
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Clubs and communities
The clubs and communities environment offers local opportunities for participants and
athletes to get started in sport and develop to the level they choose.
This plan aims to build on the progress we have made with local and national partners in club
and community sport. Through our ways of working we will improve the connections between
local authorities and Scottish governing bodies of sport to build capacity and capability within
local clubs, hubs and communities. We will work with third sector organisations and other
partners to add value and strengthen this approach.
We will encourage a more inclusive approach and we will support clubs, hubs and
communities to understand and adapt to better meet these requirements.
Key changes
In areas of greatest need, we will:


work with key national and local partners to develop community sport



work with partners to develop and sustain the voluntary workforce



take a strategic and more targeted approach to the support we offer and the
investment we make in places for sport

For all communities, we will:


work with partners to embed the changing lives through sport and physical activity
approach.



better understand how to strengthen the pathway for people in sport

Programme

Key objectives

SGBs and
national partners

We will:


support and invest in SGBs to provide effective leadership,
governance, planning and development of their sport.



support an increase in the number of SGBs that understand
and can describe their sporting pathway.



improve connections between key SGBs, local partners and
the third sector to build capacity and capability within clubs,
hubs and communities in areas of greatest need.



support an increase in the quantity and improve the quality and
diversity of the workforce in SGBs and national partners.



work with SGBs and national partners to encourage and support
them to take a more integrated and strategic approach to places.



celebrate the work of SGBs and the impact it has on participants
and clubs.
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Programme

Key objectives

Community Sport We will:


provide greater leadership to clubs, community sport hubs and
community organisations to encourage and support them to be
more inclusive in their approach and to better understand their
contribution to wider outcomes.



help clubs, community sport hubs and community organisations
to understand the changing lives through sport and physical
activity approach.



improve the quality of community sport hubs.



support an increase in the quantity and improve the quality and
diversity of the club and community sport workforce.



take a targeted and strategic approach to the support we offer
and the investment we make in places for clubs and community
sport.



raise the profile of our work in community sport and celebrate its
impact.
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Performance sport
The performance sport environment helps prepare and support athletes to perform
consistently on the world stage using cutting edge expertise and technology.
This plan aims to build on the progress we have achieved within performance sport in
partnership with SGBs and others.
We will enhance areas of our system in response to the changing landscapes and direct
requirements of our sports, athletes and partners.
We will continue to provide and encourage better leadership, management and impact
awareness across our high performance system through refining our management toolkits.
Key changes
We will:


drive efficient and sustainable performance pathways that optimise athlete
development to improve performances and results on the world stage.



improve our support to the parents, carers and families of athletes and ensure we
share our learning around parental engagement with other environments across
the system.



increase our knowledge, understanding and practical management of better culture
integrity and welfare to support our Scottish high performance system, in particular
the wellbeing of athletes, teams and staff.

Programme

Key objectives

Performance
sport
programmes

We will:

Performance
operational
services



support and invest strategically in SGBs and NGBs to deliver
against shared performance outcomes and priorities.



lead Scottish and British governing bodies to implement
sustainable performance systems.



deliver targeted initiatives to enhance the Scottish performance
system to achieve sustainable success.



support governing bodies to develop a strategic approach to
people development for their sport that will ensure continued
success on the world stage.



take a targeted and strategic approach to the support we offer
and the investment we make in places for performance sport.



celebrate the impact of our investment into governing body
performance programmes and athletes.

We will:
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Programme

Key objectives


deliver agreed performance support services to targeted sports
and athletes.



create and foster an environment in which to deliver effective
and innovative performance support.



develop, support and sustain key partnerships and
collaborations.



lead the continuous improvement of operational delivery.



develop a data strategy to support operational service delivery
and implement a data management system to support this.



increase knowledge and understanding of culture, integrity and
welfare to support athlete and staff wellbeing across the
Scottish performance system.



drive a culture of effective learning and improvement for staff
working in performance operational services.



support and invest in environments to improve operational
service delivery to athletes and sports.



celebrate the impact of our operational support service staff on
athletes and sports.
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Making it happen
The programmes in this section are about effective business management. They support our
work in all three environments, both within sportscotland and for the whole sporting system.
They help us:


make the most our people, places and tools.



do the things we need to do to be a good organisation.



help people understand and value us and sport.

Key changes
We will:


review our digital approach in line with best practice.



use emerging thinking to inform our research and data approach.



create a strategic approach to people development, internally and externally.

Programme
Making the most of
our assets

Delivering with
integrity

Key objectives
We will:


help recruit and induct staff, ensuring we have a competent,
flexible and diverse workforce.



retain and reward staff to sustain capability, capacity and
agility.



develop and support staff to make sure we have the skills
and competencies we need.



develop excellent managers and leaders who can deploy our
resources effectively, ensure people are clear about their
roles and empower them to deliver.



develop and maintain software to meet our needs and
support staff to use it.



maintain a robust ICT infrastructure.



provide a collaborative, healthy, safe and efficient work
environment, which treats everyone fairly and with respect.

We will:


provide timely, reliable and consistent expert support on
budget management, financial management and reporting,
governance, payroll, procurement, legal and integrated
investment.



support our corporate and business planning processes and
deliver corporate performance reports.
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Programme

Raising profile

Key objectives


undertake research to capture our corporate strategy and
business plan KPIs and add to the evidence base about
sport.



help staff and partners use data to plan and deliver.

We will:


deliver quality communications across all channels to help
raise the profile of sport, the sporting system and our work
with partners.



celebrate Scottish sport and promote opportunities for people
to take part.



use storytelling to bring to life our work across all three
environments.



lead our engagement with Scottish Government and local
and national politicians.

Areas for development
Our corporate strategy process identified seven areas for development:


Better connected pathways



Parental engagement



Inclusion



Higher and further education



Early years



Outdoor and adventure sport



Accessibility of facilities

In this business plan, we will prioritise scoping out how we can address three of these areas:


Better connected pathways



Parental engagement



Outdoor and adventure sport
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Appendix one – Managing and reporting on this plan
This business plan and operational plans are a key component of our approach to planning,
which is in Figure 2. It shows the connection between individual work plans, our business
plan, our corporate strategy, the Active Scotland Outcomes Framework and the National
Performance Framework.
All operational plans are held in Pentana, our corporate performance management system.
We use this to produce quarterly reports on our progress for the sportscotland Board and
Scottish Government based on the activity in this plan.
Figure 3: Planning approach

Performance measurement framework
Measuring performance helps us stay on track and show our impact. Our performance
measurement framework is one way we do this.
We measure our performance at two levels: corporate strategy and business plan.
Corporate strategy indicators
These are long term indicators that show our contribution to the Active Scotland Outcomes
Framework. These will be kept the same until we refresh our corporate strategy.
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Business plan indicators
These are shorter term indicators which show how we are delivering our business plan. They
connect to our corporate strategy outcomes and the Minister’s Strategic Guidance Letter.
These are updated every two years when we refresh our business plan.
Diversity of Active Schools deliverers
Schools and education

Quality of Active Schools
Quality and impact of young people as leaders interventions
Diversity of coaches and deliverers in club and community
sport
Quality of community sport hubs

Clubs and communities

Range and impact of pathway interventions supported in SGBs
Number and diversity of leaders engaged in a leadership
learning journey
Number and value of awards made to sports facility projects

Performance sport

Quality and impact of performance coaching
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Number of SGBs with evidenced-based para pathways
Quality of support to athletes and sports
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Appendix two – 2019-20 budget
Projected income (£m)
Source
National Lottery
National Lottery balance utilisation
Grant in Aid revenue
Scottish Government NL underpin
Institute income
Other income
Total

2019-20
24.7
1.3
31.6
2.7
0.7
0.2
61.2

SG
31.6
2.7
0.7
0.2
35.2

Lottery
24.7
1.3
0.0
26.0

2019-20
17.9
27.8
15.5
61.2

SG
16.8
8.8
9.6
35.2

Lottery
1.1
19.1
5.9
26.0

Projected expenditure (£m)
Environments
Schools and education
Clubs and communities
Performance
Total
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Lead Office
Doges, Templeton on the Green,
62 Templeton Street,
Glasgow G40 1DA
Tel 0141 534 6500
Fax 0141 54 6501

sportscotland.org.uk
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